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You can feel
the difference...
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EcoWool uses a natural polyester-based
binder that is free from Formalin, Phenol
or any other harmful chemicals.

Introducing
EcoWool
‘The Friendlier Batts’

LESS DUST
Specifically engineered to produce a
comfortable and less dusty insulation,
the job is cleaner, quicker and you can
breathe easier.

SOFTER TO TOUCH
The comfort and easy handling during
installation comes from our softer new
generation of glass mineral wool. Gentle
on you and great to work with.
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It provides for a more pleasant work
experience during the installation, so you
don’t have to scratch all day long.
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MADE USING RECYCLED CONTENT
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION PROCESS
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCT

‘The Friendlier Batts’

Eco friendly insulation batts
that are safer, cleaner
and easier to use.

sustainable | recycled | ecofriendly

ecowool

ecowool

sustainable | recycled | ecofriendly

ECOLOGICAL
Made from up to 80% recycled glass, EcoWool
glass mineral wool insulation is perfectly in tune
with sustainability and environmental concerns.
IMPROVED THERMAL PERFORMANCE
The new generation Ecowool glass mineral wool
insulation has been engineered to provide the
highest level of thermal, acoustic and fire safety
performance for building occupants to achieve
the highest level of indoor comfort and safety.

The Advantages of
EcoWool in your Home.
Allergy Safe
Formaldehyde free
Improved Thermal Performance

EASIER INSTALLATION
The comfort and easy handling during the installation
comes from our softer, new generation Ecowool
glass mineral wool insulation.

EcoWool is formaldehyde free. It employs a natural
polyester-based binder that is free of formalin, phenol
or any artificial chemicals.

IMPROVED INDOOR AIR QUALITY
With no added Formaldehyde Ecowool provides
exceptional indoor air quality and is suitable for
use in households with allergies.

EcoWool is now available in both our blanket and batts
product range. The latest innovation from Termico
insulation provides a unique high-performance profile
which combines safety, quality and performance.

POSITIVE ECO BALANCE
Over its installed life (usually 50 years), a typical
Ecowool glass mineral wool product saves more
than 100 times the energy consumed and the
CO2 emitted in its manufacture, transport and
disposal. The CO2 and energy balance switches
to positive only a few months after installation.
Most of our products can easily be removed and
reinstalled, saving costs, energy and resources in
building renovations or expansions.
FIRE SAFE
EcoWool is made from non combustible
material making it totally fireproof.
LIGHTWEIGHT & ERGONOMICALLY FRIENDLY
Thanks to its light weight, EcoWool facilitates
easy handling, transporting and lifting during
installation thus avoiding the risk of physical
injury and improves work productivity greatly.

Stay Warmer in Winter, Cooler in Summer
and reduce your energy bills significantly
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